ABSTRACT. For a Dirichlet series symbol g (s) = n≥1 b n n −s , the associated Volterra operator T g acting on a Dirichlet series f (s) = n≥1 a n n −s is defined by the integral f → − +∞ s f (w)g ′ (w) d w. We show that T g is a bounded operator on the Hardy space H p of Dirichlet series with 0 < p < ∞ if and only if the symbol g satisfies a Carleson measure condition. When appropriately restricted to one complex variable, our condition coincides with the standard Carleson measure characterization of BMOA(D). A further analogy with classical BMO is that exp(c|g |) is integrable (on the infinite polytorus) for some c > 0 whenever T g is bounded.
INTRODUCTION
By a result of Pommerenke [32] , the Volterra operator associated with an analytic function g on the unit disc D, defined by the formula 
In recent years, it has become known how to give a direct proof of the equivalence of the boundedness of T g and H g [3] , with no mention of bounded mean oscillation (BMO) or Carleson measures, relying instead on the square function characterization of H 1 to show that T g f is in H 1 (D) whenever f and g are in H 2 (D). Although the systematic study of T g was conducted much later than that of the Hankel form H g (see [2, 4] ), one could now, based on this insight, easily imagine an exposition of the one variable Hardy space theory which considers the boundedness of Volterra operators before BMOA and Hankel operators. One advantage would then be that the John-Nirenberg inequality, by Pommerenke's trick [32] , has an elementary proof for functions g such that T g is bounded. This conception of Volterra operators, as objects of primary interest for understanding BMO, underlies the present investigation of such operators on Hardy spaces of Dirichlet series H p with 0 < p < ∞. The precise definition of these spaces will be given in the next section; suffice it to say at this point that every Dirichlet series f (s) = n≥1 a n n −s in H p defines an analytic function for Re s > 1/2, and that H p can be identified with the Hardy space H p (D ∞ ) of the countably infinite polydisc D ∞ , through the Bohr lift. For a Dirichlet series symbol g (s) = n≥1 b n n −s , we consider the Volterra operator T g defined by We denote the space of symbols g such that T g : H p → H p is bounded by X p . The index p = 2 is special, and we frequently write X instead of X 2 .
A general question of interest in the theory of Hardy spaces of Dirichlet series is to reveal how the different roles and interpretations of BMO manifest themselves in this infinite-dimensional setting. The space of symbols generating bounded Hankel forms has been shown to be significantly larger than (H 1 ) * [30] , and the space (H 1 ) * itself also lacks many of the familiar features from the finite-dimensional setting. For instance, a function f in (H 1 ) * does not always belong to H p for every p < ∞ [26] . By Pommerenke's trick, however, it is almost immediate that the corresponding inclusion does hold for the space X , i.e.,
Furthermore, (H 1 ) * is notoriously difficult to deal with, in part owing to the fact that H p (D ∞ ), viewed as a subspace of L p (T ∞ ), is not complemented when p = 2. We shall find that the space X is significantly easier to manage.
One of our main results is that the spaces X p can be characterized by a Carleson measure condition, in analogy with what we have in the classical one variable theory. In our context, the Carleson measure associated with the symbol g will live on the product of T ∞ and a half-line. Again deferring precise definitions to the next section, we mention that this result takes the following form: The symbol g belongs to X p if and only if there exists a constant C (depending on g and p) such that
Here m ∞ denotes Haar measure on T ∞ , while χ is a character on T ∞ and f χ (s) := n≥1 a n χ(n)n −s for the Dirichlet series f (s) = n≥1 a n n −s . This result, proved in Section 5, is based on an adaption to our setting of an ingenious argument from a recent paper of Pau [31] . Our Carleson measure condition gives us the opportunity to study non-trivial Carleson embeddings on the polydisc D ∞ , see Sections 5.2 and 5.3. Our understanding is incomplete, but some of the questions asked are more tractable than the important embedding problem of H p (see [34, Sec. 3] ) while still being of a similar character. In the classical setting, the description in terms of Carleson measures shows that T g is bounded on H p (D) if and only if it is bounded on H 2 (D). We will see that our Carleson measure characterization implies that if g is in X p , then g is in X kp for every positive integer k. As is typical in this setting, we have not been able to do better than this for a general symbol g , and the following interesting problem remains open: Question 1. Is T g bounded on H 2 if and only if it is bounded on H p for every p < ∞?
We are able to give an affirmative answer to this question only in the case when g is a linear symbol, i.e., when g has non-zero coefficients only at the primes p j so that g (s) = j ≥1 a j p −s j . Before proceeding to give a closer description of our results, we would like to mention another open problem related to Question 1. In Section 6, we will observe that if T g : H 2 → H 2 is bounded, then the corresponding multiplicative Hankel form is bounded. Furthermore, we will show that if T g : H 1 → H 1 is bounded, then g is in (H 1 ) * . Hence, if the answer to Question 1 is positive, then so is the answer to the following.
Question 2. Do we have X 2 ⊂ (H 1 ) * ?
The reverse inclusion is easily shown to be false. In fact, it is not even true when formulated for the finite-dimensional polydisc D 2 (see Theorem 6.6). To give appropriate background and motivation for our general result about Carleson measures, we have chosen to begin by exploring in some detail the distinguished space X 2 and its many interesting facets. This will allow us to exhibit the ubiquitous presence of number theoretic arguments in our subject, which is a consequence of our operators T g being defined in terms of integrals on the half-plane Re s > 1/2. Roughly speaking, if trying to understand T g at the level of the coefficients of T g f , one has to investigate the interplay between the number of divisors d (n) of an integer n and its logarithm, log n. One may also analyze symbols of number theoretic interest in terms of their function theoretic properties. In fact, our first interesting example of a bounded Volterra operator T g : H p → H p , will be established by the result, shown in Section 2, that the primitive of the Riemann zeta function,
is of bounded mean oscillation on the line Re s = 0. Such a BMO condition easily implies that g is in X 2 , and also that g is in X p for 0 < p < ∞, once our Carleson measure condition is in place.
To close this introduction, we now describe briefly the contents of the six subsequent sections of this paper. We begin in Section 2 by introducing the Hardy spaces H p and start from the preliminary result that H ∞ ⊂ X ⊂ 0<p<∞ H p . In our setting, there is a considerable gap between H ∞ and 0<p<∞ H p , as for instance functions in H ∞ are bounded analytic functions in the half-plane Re s > 0, while functions in 0<p<∞ H p in general will be analytic in the smaller half-plane Re s > 1/2. In Section 2, the main point is to demonstrate how X can be thought of as a space of BMO functions in the classical sense. Using the notation C θ for the half-plane {s : Re(s) > θ} and D for the class of functions expressible as a Dirichlet series in some half-plane C θ , we prove that
and we also show that e c|g | is integrable for some positive constant c whenever g is in X .
Section 3 and Section 4 investigate properties of X with no counterparts in the classical theory. After showing that the primitive of ζ(s +α)−1 is in X if and only α ≥ 1, we make in Section 3 a finer analysis by identifying and studying a scale of symbols associated with the limiting case α = 1. More specifically, we find that if we replace p −1−s in the Euler product for ζ(s + 1) by λ(log p)p −1−s , then this new symbol is in X if and only if λ ≤ 1, the point being to nail down the exact edge for a symbol to be in X when its coefficients enjoy a multiplicative structure. The methods used to prove this result come from two number theoretic papers of respectively Hilberdink [24] and Gál [19] .
In Section 4, we deduce conditions on the coefficients b n of a symbol g (s) = n≥1 b n n −s to be in X . We begin by showing that a linear symbol is in X if and only if g is in H
2 . This leads naturally to a consideration of m-homogeneous symbols, i.e., symbols such that b n is nonzero only if n has m prime factors, counting multiplicity. We obtain optimal weighted ℓ 2 -conditions for every m ≥ 2, showing in particular that the Dirichlet series of g in general converges in C 1/m and in no larger half-plane. Letting m tend to ∞, we find that there exists a positive constant c, not larger than 2 2, such that
−c log n log log n 1/2 holds for every g in X . These results are inspired by and will be compared with analogous results of Queffélec et al. [5, 27 ] on Bohr's absolute convergence problem for homogeneous Dirichlet series. Section 5 begins with our general result about Carleson measures and is subsequently concerned with a study of to what extent our results for X 2 carry over to X p . As already mentioned, our understanding remains incomplete, but we will see that a fair amount of nontrivial conclusions can be drawn from our general condition.
In the last two sections, we return again to the Hilbert space setting. Section 6 explores the relationship between T g , Hankel operators, and the dual of H 1 . In particular, this section gives background for what we have listed as Question 2 above. Finally, Section 7 investigates the compactness of T g , with particular attention paid to the action of T g on reproducing kernels. Here we return to the symbols considered in Section 3 which will allow us to display an example of a non-compact T g -operator.
Notation. We will use the notation f (x) ≪ g (x) if there is some constant C > 0 such that | f (x)| ≤ C |g (x)| for all (appropriate) x. If we have both f (x) ≪ g (x) and g (x) ≪ f (x), we will write
. The increasing sequence of prime numbers will be denoted by {p j } j ≥1 , and the subscript will sometimes be dropped when there can be no confusion. Given a positive rational number r , we will denote the prime number factorization
If r is an integer, say n, then the multi-index κ(n) will have non-negative entries. We let (m, n) denote the greatest common divisor of two positive integers m and n. The number of prime factors in n will be denoted Ω(n) (counting multiplicities) and ω(n) (not counting multiplicities), and π(x) will denote the number of primes less than or equal to x. We will let log k denote the k-fold logarithm so that log 2 x = log log x, log 3 x = log log log x, and so on. To avoid cumbersome notation, we will use the convention that log k x = 1 when x ≤ x k , where x 2 = e e and x k+1 = e x k for k ≥ 2. a n n −s is the power series B f (z) = n≥1 a n z κ(n) . For 0 < p < ∞, we define H p as the space of Dirichlet
, and we set It is sometimes more convenient to use the equivalent formulation that
It is interesting to compare (2.1) and (2.5). These formulas illustrate why both half-planes C 0 and C 1/2 appear in the theory of the Hardy spaces H p . It will become apparent in what follows that both half-planes show up in a natural way also in the study of Volterra operators.
2.2. BMO spaces in half-planes. The space BMOA(C θ ) consists of holomorphic functions in the half-plane C θ that satisfy
We let as before D denote the space of functions that can be represented by Dirichlet series in some half-plane. The abscissa of boundedness of a given g in D, denoted by σ b , is the smallest real number such that g (s) has a bounded analytic continuation to Re(s) ≥ σ b + δ for every δ > 0. A classical theorem of Bohr [10] states that the Dirichlet series g (s) converges uniformly in Re(s) ≥ σ b + δ for every δ > 0.
An interesting point is that the space D ∩ BMOA(C 0 ) enjoys a stronger translation invariance, expressed by items (i) and (ii), than what the space BMOA(C 0 ) itself does. Lemma 2.1 can also be interpreted as saying that D ∩ BMOA(C 0 ) is only "slightly larger" than H ∞ . We will later see that part (iii) of Lemma 2.1 holds whenever T g is a bounded operator.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. By the definition of σ b , there exists a positive number M such that |g (σ + i t )| ≤ M whenever σ ≥ σ b + 1. Since g is assumed to be in BMOA(C 0 ), there exists a constant C such that
Therefore, by the triangle inequality, we find that
Writing g as a Poisson integral, we see that this bound implies (i). Now (ii) follows immediately from the translation invariance of BMOA, the characterization of BMOA in terms of Poisson integrals, and that f χ is a normal limit of vertical translations of f in C 0 by (i). To prove (iii), we use the John-Nirenberg inequality to conclude that there is c = c( g BMO ) > 0 and C = C ( g BMO ) such that
where the implied constant depends on g , but only on the absolute value of its coefficients. In particular, we can conclude that e 
We are now ready for a first result, saying that for the boundedness of T g it is sufficient that g is in BMOA(C 0 ) and necessary that it is in BMOA(C 1/2 ). On the one hand, it is a preliminary result, following rather directly from the available theory of H 2 , outlined above. On the other hand, as we shall see in Section 3 and Section 4, C 0 and C 1/2 are the extremal half-planes of convergence for symbols g inducing bounded Volterra operators. (
Proof. We apply (2.2) to T g f and use Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. Since ( f g
This completes the proof of (a). For (b), we first observe that T g 1 = g , so that g is in H 2 . Applying T g inductively to the powers g n , for n = 1, 2, . . ., we get that g n
Using this and the triangle inequality, we obtain
which implies that e c|Bg | is integrable whenever c < 2/ T g .
To prove (c), we use the Littlewood-Paley formula for H 2 i (C 1/2 ) and (2.5) to see that
This means that 
Let us show that the factor (s + 1/2) −1 can be removed, so that g is in fact in BMOA(C 1/2 ). We note first that if |I | ≥ 1, then it follows from the local embedding (2.4) that
since g is in H 2 by (b). Hence we only need to consider intervals of length |I | < 1. For a character χ in T ∞ , we define
In particular, the BMO-norm of h is uniformly bounded under vertical translations of g , so that we only need to consider intervals I = [0, τ] for τ < 1. On this interval, (s + 1/2) −1 and its derivative is bounded from below and above. It follows that g is in BMO(C 1/2 ).
Combined with a result from [22] , part (b) of Theorem 2.3 yields the following result. 
Proof. We assume that T g is bounded on H 2 . Then by part (b) of Theorem 2.3, there exists a positive number c such that the four functions e ±cg and e ±i cg are in H 2 . Now let f be any of these four functions. Then [22, Thm. 4.2] shows that, for almost every character χ, there exists a constant C (depending on χ) such that
Combining the acquired estimates for the four functions e ±cg and e ±i cg and taking logarithms, we obtain the desired result.
Our bound (2.6) shows that almost surely |g χ | grows at most as general functions in BMOA(C 0 ) at the boundary of C 0 . It would be interesting to know if this result could be strengthened. For instance, is it true that g χ almost surely satisfies the BMO condition locally, say on finite intervals, whenever T g is bounded on H 2 ? Note that we cannot hope to have the stronger result that g χ is almost surely in BMOA(C 0 ). Indeed, the proof of part (a) of Theorem 2.3 gives that if g χ is in BMOA(C θ ) for one character χ, then this holds for all characters χ. In view of this fact and what will be shown in Section 4, g χ will in general be in BMOA(C 1/2 ) and in none of the other spaces BMOA(C θ ) for 0 ≤ θ < 1/2.
2.
3. An unbounded Dirichlet series in BMO. The canonical example of an unbounded function in BMO(R) is log |t |, the primitive of 1/t . The Riemann zeta function ζ(s) is a meromorphic function with one simple pole, at s = 1. We now show that the primitive of −(ζ(s) − 1) has bounded mean oscillation on the line σ = 1. In view of Theorem 2.3, this supplies us with an example of a bounded T g -operator.
Theorem 2.5. The Dirichlet series
Proof. We will show that g is in BMOA(C ε ), with BMO-norm uniformly bounded in ε > 0. Since
we can use the local embedding as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 (c) to conclude that g satisfies the BMO-condition for intervals of length |I | ≥ 1.
Focusing our attention on short intervals, we fix a real number a and 0 < T < 1 and set
To prove the theorem, we will show that
where C is a universal constant. Notice first that
To deal with the second term, we use the local embedding (2.4) in a similar manner as above, using now that
in this case, since T < 1. This gives us that
as desired.
For the first term, we compute:
where
We write h mn as a Taylor series in T , whence
The point is that in the coefficient d k mn , the terms of order (log m) k−1 and (log n) k−1 cancel.
Estimating the remaining terms in a crude manner, we have that
Note that for 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 2, we have
We observe that this inequality fails if j = 0 or j = k − 1, corresponding to the terms which disappear from d k mn . Combining these estimates with (2.7) we obtain
also for the first term, concluding the proof.
MULTIPLICATIVE SYMBOLS
In this section, we study symbols of the form
where ψ(n) is a positive multiplicative function. We know from the previous section that if ψ(n) = n −1 , then g is in BMOA(C 0 ), and therefore g is in X . We begin by considering the distinguished case when the function ψ(n) corresponds to horizontal shifts of the Riemann zeta function. To be more precise, our first task will be to show that g is not in X when g is the function in BMOA(C 1−α ) with coefficients given by ψ(n) = n −α and 1/2 ≤ α < 1. In particular, this means that the Dirichlet series g (s) = n≥2 1/( n log n)n −s , identified in [14] as the symbol of the multiplicative analogue of Hilbert's matrix and shown there to generate a bounded multiplicative Hankel form, is indeed far from belonging to X , as it corresponds to the case α = 1/2.
In this section and the next, we will be working at the level of coefficients. Observe that if f (s) = n≥1 a n n −s and g (s) = n≥2 b n /(log n)n −s , then
Since the operator
is trivially bounded and even compact on H 2 , we will sometimes tacitly replace T g with T g ,
where it is understood that b 1 = 1.
Theorem 3.1. T g is unbounded when g is the primitive of ζ(s
Proof. If f (s) = n≥1 a n n −s , then with the convention just described, we have that
Choosing n = n J , where
we see that
It follows that
which gives
We conclude that
for an absolute constant c.
The preceding clarification of the case of horizontal shifts of primitives of the Riemann zeta function motivates a more careful examination of what we need to require from the multiplicative function ψ(n) in (3.1) for g to belong to X . We will now see that a surprisingly precise answer can be given if we make a slight modification of the Euler product associated with ζ(s).
We will need the following simple decomposition of bounded T g -operators. Let M h,x denote the truncated multiplier associated with h(s) = n≥1 c n n −s and x ≥ 1:
where f (s) = n≥1 a n n −s . We observe that M h,x acts boundedly on H 2 for every Dirichlet series h, but the point of interest is to understand how the norm of M h,x grows with x. Truncated multipliers are linked to T g by the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that T g acts boundedly on H
2 . Then
Proof. We start from the expression
which we split into blocks in the following way:
The upper bound is immediate from the right inequality, and the lower bound follows from the left inequality and the fact that
The preceding lemma, which says that T g is bounded whenever the norm of M g ′ ,x grows roughly as log x, connects the study of T g to the truncated multipliers considered by Hilberdink [24] in a purely number theoretic context. Based on this observation, we shall now present a natural scale of multiplicative symbols g λ , where 0 < λ < ∞, such that g λ induces a bounded T g -operator if and only if λ ≤ 1. We shall later see, in Section 7, that T g λ is non-compact for the pivotal point λ = 1. Proof. We begin with the case λ < 1, for which we adapt the proof of [24, Thm. 2.3]. Hence we let ϕ(n) be an arbitrary positive arithmetic function and note that the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies that
We therefore find that
We now require that ϕ be a multiplicative function satisfying
where the positive parameters K and M will be determined later. We find that
By Abel summation and the prime number theorem in the form
we infer that
We now turn to the second factor on the right-hand side of (3.2). We then use that also
is a multiplicative function. We observe that
where we used that ω(m) ≪ log(m)/ log 2 (m). If we now choose M = log x, K = (log x)/ log 2 x, and insert (3.3) and (3.4) into (3.2), then we find that
Finally, we invoke Lemma 3.2 and conclude that T g is bounded whenever λ < 1.
To show that T g is bounded when λ = 1 we modify the proof. In addition to the function ϕ(n), we use another auxiliary function h x (n) and use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to obtain
We require from h x (n) that sup
This will ensure boundedness if we can prove that
enjoys the same uniform bound as that we found for Φ(m) for a suitable h x (n). To this end, we choose
which implies that
This means that in what follows, we may assume that log(m) ≥ (log x)/(log 2 x) 2 . Using again the definition of h x (n), we also obtain, for δ > 0,
On the other hand, if m = x β with 0 < β < 1, then arguing as before and choosing the same M and K , we get
Hence, with β = log m/ log x and δ = β/2, we find in view of (3.5) that
It remains to estimate
.
The definition of E (m) shows that, in particular,
We may assume that ε is so small that the factor (1 − ψ(p))/(1 − p ε ψ(p)) does not exceed 2. Letting P denote an arbitrary finite set of primes p, we then get that
We now choose ε := 4 log 3 x log m .
Then the latter estimate becomes
We finally observe that the factor m −ε/2 will take care of the term log 3 x in the exponent on the right-hand side of (3.6).
Following an insight of Gál [19] , we argue in the following way in order to show that T g is unbounded when λ > 1. We start from the fact that
which is a consequence of the prime number theorem. We let ϕ(n) be the multiplicative function defined by setting
log 2 x and r ≤ 1 2 log 2 x, 0, otherwise.
Then ϕ(n) = 0 for n > x if x is large enough. We set a n := ϕ(n)/( n ϕ(n)) 1/2 and use the CauchySchwarz inequality to see that
To simplify the writing, we set y := log x/ log 2 x and ℓ := ⌊ 1 2 log 2 x⌋. Then we infer from the preceding estimate that
for some 1 < λ ′ < λ when x is sufficiently large. We appeal again to Lemma 3.2 to conclude that T g is unbounded.
We notice that, clearly, the symbol g is not in BMOA(C 0 ) for any λ > 0. In fact, for σ > 0,
which shows that g is not even in the Smirnov class of C 0 .
HOMOGENEOUS SYMBOLS AND COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES
The multiplicative symbols of the previous section represent analytic functions in C 0 . However, we saw in Theorem 2.3 that for T g to be bounded, it is necessary that g be in BMOA(C 1/2 ). We will begin this section by showing that the latter condition cannot be relaxed by much. Indeed, to begin with, we will prove that linear Dirichlet series give examples of bounded T goperators with symbols g converging in C 1/2 but in no larger half-plane. Proof. We consider an arbitrary function f (s) = n≥1 a n n −s in H 2 and compute:
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
This shows that
We note that the space of linear symbols g in H 2 is embedded not only in BMOA(C 1/2 ) but in fact satisfies the local Dirichlet integral condition
as shown in [28, Example 4]. We do not know if this stronger embedding can be established for a general symbol in X . While the norm of a linear function g viewed as an element in the dual of H 1 is also equivalent to g H 2 (see [23] ), there is a striking contrast between the preceding result and the characterization of linear multipliers. Indeed, let again M g denote the operator of multiplication by g on H 2 , and recall that M g = g ∞ . (see [22, Thm. 3.1] ). Hence, in the special case when g is linear, it follows from Kronecker's theorem that
The difference between a linear symbol g acting as a multiplier M g and as a symbol of the Volterra operator T g is therefore dramatic: A bounded multiplier has coefficients in ℓ 1 , while the boundedness of T g means that the coefficients are in ℓ 2 . The former implies absolute convergence in C 0 and the latter only in C 1/2 .
We may understand the phenomenon just observed in the following way. For a general symbol g (s) = n≥1 b n n −s , we have, using also (2.3), the series of inequalities
The case of linear functions shows that neither the left nor the right inequality can be improved. Loosely speaking, the maximal independence between the terms in a linear symbol serves to make T g minimal and thus equal to g 2 and, at the same time, to make M g maximal and hence equal to n≥1 |b n |. This motivates an investigation of what happens when the dependence between the terms in the symbol increases. Such a study, originating in the classical work of Bohnenblust and Hille [9] , has already been made in the case of multipliers, in terms of m-homogeneous Dirichlet series. We will now follow the same path for T g -operators.
Recall that Ω(n) gives the number of prime factors in n, counting multiplicities. An mhomogeneous Dirichlet series is of the form
In this terminology, linear symbols are 1-homogeneous Dirichlet series. A precise relationship between boundedness and absolute convergence for m-homogeneous Dirichlet series was found in [5, 27] :
Here the exponent of log n on the left-hand side cannot be improved. Making the choice m = log n/ log 2 n in (4.2), we may obtain the following statement: If for some c,C > 0 we have
It was later shown in [16, 17] that (4.3) holds for c < 1/ 2, and that this is optimal. The series of inequalities (4.1) suggests that we should search for upper ℓ 2 -estimates for T g as the appropriate analogues of the lower ℓ 1 estimates (4.2) and (4.3). Therefore, we now aim at finding weights w m (n) such that
The crucial ingredient in the proof of Theorem 4.1 which covers the case m = 1, is the estimate p|n log p ≤ log n.
To find a replacement for this estimate, we argue as follows. Observe that if m ≤ Ω(n), then
This is sharp, up to a constant depending only on m. Indeed, let n be square-free, so that
This gives us an example of an admissible weight w 2 (n), since ω(n)/ log n is bounded. It turns out that we can obtain the following optimal result from (4.5).
Theorem 4.2. The inequality in (4.4) holds when m = 2 with the weight function
(4.6) w 2 (n) = C 2 logn log 2 n and C 2 an absolute constant. This is sharp in the sense that we cannot replace log 2 n in (4.6) by (log 2 n) Proof. To prove that (4.6) is sufficient, we let T g act on f (s) = n≥1 a n n −s . By the CauchySchwarz inequality,
We complete the proof by using (4.5) and the well known estimate ω(n) ≪ logn/(log 2 n). To prove that (4.6) is best possible, we assume that there is some ε > 0 such that
|b n | 2 log n (log 2 n) 1+ε 1 2 for every 2-homogeneous Dirichlet series g . Let x be a large real number and consider the symbol
where q ∼ e x is a prime number. The weight condition is then satisfied uniformly in x, since
We now want to show that T g is unbounded as x → ∞, and choose as a test function
Let S x denote the set of square-free numbers generated by the primes x/2 < p ≤ x, so that f
where N (x) := π(x) − π(x/2). Note that if n is in S x , then ω(n) ≤ N (x). It
follows from the prime number theorem that
Set V x := {n ∈ S x : ω(n) ≥ N (x)/2}. By the symmetry of the binomial expansion
giving the desired conclusion. The proof that (4.7) is sharp is similar. Let ε > 0 be given and consider
We observe that
Now, if n is in S x , then it follows from the prime number theorem that log n ≪ x. As test function, we use again (4.8). The function
is eventually decreasing for every m ≥ 3 and every ε > 0. We find that
where we used that k ≤ x m in the inner sum.
It remains to establish that (4.4) holds with the weight (4.7). Let T g act on f (s) = n≥1 a n n −s . By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
Hence it suffices to show that
Suppose that n has the prime factorization n = (p j ) κ . Let κ denote a decreasing rearrangement of κ and let n = (p j ) κ . The function
is eventually decreasing for every m ≥ 3, so clearly A m (n) ≪ A m ( n). On the other hand n ≤ n, so we may without loss of generality assume that n = n. Hence, we have that
By the prime number theorem,
By summing over the largest prime first, we find that
using the prime number theorem twice.
As promised, Theorem 4.2 exhibits m-homogeneous Dirichlet series g in X that converge in C 1/m , but in no larger half-plane, for every m ≥ 2. This can be loosely interpreted as saying that the more prime factors we have in each non-zero term, the closer we get to the half-plane C 0 . In this sense, the multiplicative symbols of Section 3 correspond to m = ∞, and it is therefore not surprising that they converge in C 0 .
Setting m = 2 logn/ log 2 n, we are led to a family of weights w (cf. (4.3)) that give estimates of the type (4.4) with no reference to homogeneity, allowing arbitrary Dirichlet series g . .
Conversely, if (4.10) holds for every T g -operator, then c ≤ 2 2.
Proof. We observe first that we must have c ≤ 2 2 for (4.10) to hold in view of the sharpness of Theorem 4.2 and the fact that n 1−2/m (log n) m−2 = n(logn) 2 exp −2 2 log n log 2 n , if m = 2 logn/ log 2 n. It remains therefore only to show the positive result that (4.10) holds whenever 0 < c < 2. To simplify the notation, we set ϕ c (k) := exp c log k log 2 k . By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
Choosing some c ′ , c < c ′ < 2, we find that
The rest of the proof is devoted to showing that A(n) ≪ (log n) 2 , which is precisely what is needed.
Since x → ϕ c ′ (x)/x is eventually decreasing on [1, ∞), we may, as in the last part of the proof of Theorem 4.2, assume that n = n. By splitting into homogeneous parts and using (4.9), we find that
In each inner sum k −1 , we divide every prime factor of k by some a > 0 and then bound the resulting sum by an Euler product (Rankin's trick), to obtain that
Choosing a := m/(log 3 n), we obtain in total
where we first used that the exponential in the sum is bounded when m ≥ log 2 n, and then that log m ≤ log 3 n when m ≤ log 2 n. To estimate the final sum, we use calculus to conclude that the index m of the largest term should satisfy
and we see that m = (c ′ 2 /2 + o(1)) log 2 n/ log 3 n. Combining this with the standard estimate Ω(n) ≤ log n/ log2, we find that
whenever c ′ 2 < 4, which is the desired estimate.
It is not surprising that there is a gap between the necessary and sufficient conditions of Theorem 4.3. When considering the inequality (4.3), the necessary condition obtained from mhomogeneous Dirichlet series misses the sharp condition, also by a factor 2. In the latter case, the proof of the sharp necessary condition captures cancellations by L ∞ estimates for random trigonometric polynomials [16] . This suggests that our arguments, which only deal with the absolute values of the coefficients of g , cannot be expected to tell the full story.
BOUNDEDNESS OF T g ON H p
5.1. Carleson measure characterization. We will now consider the action of the Volterra operator T g on the Hardy spaces H p , for 0 < p < ∞. To this end, we recall that X p denotes the space of symbols g in D such that the Volterra operator T g acts boundedly on H p , and we set
We will now establish our characterization of the elements of X p in terms of Carleson measures. Applying the Littlewood-Paley formula (2.2) to T g f , we immediately obtain a characterization of the symbols g that belong to X 2 : g is in X 2 if and only if it there is a positive constant C (g ) such that
Using Fubini's theorem, we may remove the integral over R, since each t represents a rotation in each variable on T ∞ . From this observation we obtain the characterization (5.1)
Clearly, the smallest constant 
We observe that if we restrict to only one variable, meaning that we consider only Dirichlet series over powers of a single prime, then the condition of Theorem 5.1 is independent of p and reduces to the familiar one variable description of BMOA(D).
Our proof of Theorem 5.1 adapts arguments from [31] , the main difference being that we will additionally integrate every quantity over T ∞ . Before giving the proof, we collect some preliminary results. By using Fubini's theorem once more, we find that (5.2) is equivalent to (5.4)
The virtue of introducing an extra parameter in (5.4) is that it allows us to apply techniques adapted to the conformally invariant Hardy space H p i (C 0 ). In addition to the Littlewood-Paley formula (2.2), we will use the square function formula
which can be found in [13, Thm. 7] . Here, for τ in R, Γ τ is the cone
For a holomorphic function f in C 0 , let f * denote the non-tangential maximal function
Since 1/(1+τ 2 ) is a Muckenhoupt A q -weight for all q > 1, it follows from the work of Gundy and
d τ for 0 < p < ∞, with comparable norms.
Lemma 5.2. Let ϕ be a function and µ a positive measure on {σ
If µ is a positive measure on all of C 0 , then
Proof. For σ+i t in C 0 , we consider the set I (σ+i t ) := {τ ∈ R : σ+i t ∈ Γ τ }. A computation shows that
and that
The estimates (5.7) and (5.8) now follow from Fubini's theorem.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We may assume that g is in H p since otherwise T g is trivially unbounded.
Thus, for almost every χ in T ∞ , the measure
is well-defined on C 0 .
Suppose first that p ≥ 2 and that (5.4) is satisfied. Then by the Littlewood-Paley formula (2.2), Hölder's inequality, and two applications of (5.4), we have that
Using Hölder's inequality and this identity, we obtain
By an approximation argument, we can a priori assume that C (g , p) is finite. Then, by taking the supremum over norm-1 Dirichlet series f , we obtain that C (g , p) ≪ T g L (H p ) , as desired.
5.2.
Necessary and sufficient conditions. Theorem 5.1 can be applied to find necessary and sufficient conditions for membership in X p , parallel to the result for X 2 proved in Theorem 2.3. However, there is one essential difficulty when passing from p = 2 to the general case 0 < p < ∞, namely that the proof of part (c) of Theorem 2.3 relies on the local embedding property of H 2 expressed by (2.5). The local embedding extends trivially to hold for p = 2k, for every positive integer k, since
H 2k , but it is a well-known open problem whether it holds for any other p. We refer to [34, Sec. 3] for a discussion of the embedding problem.
Arguing similarly for the embedding constant (5.3), we find for every positive integer n that
We will use this to prove a rather curious incomplete analogue to part (c) of Theorem 2.3. In view of (5.9) and (5.10), we are allowed to apply integral powers before and after using the local embedding property of H 2 , leading us to the expected necessary condition for g to belong to X p , but only for rational p.
Theorem 5.3. Suppose that g is in D.
(
Proof. The proof of (a) is identical to the proof given for p = 2 in Theorem 2.3, using Theorem 5.1, (5.4), and that Carleson measures in one variable are independent of p. The proof of (b) is also the same. For (c) we need two facts which follow from close inspection of the proof of Theorem 5.1. First of all, it is clear from the first part of the proof that for p ≥ 2 there is a constant C 1 , independent of p, such that
, where C (g , p) is as in Theorem 5.1. Hence, we conclude by (5.10) that there is a constant C 2 such that for every positive integer n we have
Secondly, by mimicking the next part of the proof, also for p ≥ 2, we see that there is a constant C 3 such that (5.12)
, at least for Dirichlet polynomials f . Here we have implicitly applied the maximal function characterization of H p i (C 1/2 ). However, by the inner-outer factorization of H p i
, we see that the constants involved do not blow up as p → ∞. To prove the theorem, let p = 2k/n > 0 be a rational number. Hence, by (5.11), T g is bounded on H 2k , with control of the constant. Combined with (5.12) and the embedding (5.9), we find, setting C 4 = C , that
. Clearly, the argument in [29, Thm. 3] produces uniform estimates, so we conclude that ν g is a Carleson measure on H 2k i (C 1/2 ), with constant uniformly bounded by the same quantity. By appealing to the inner-outer factorization again, we conclude that there is a constant C 5 such that
2 .
The proof is now completed by arguing as at the end of the proof of Theorem 2.3.
Theorem 2.5 now gives us an interesting example of a T g -operator that is bounded on all H p -spaces.
Corollary 5.4. Let g be as in Theorem 2.5, i.e., g (s)
is bounded for every p < ∞.
Linear symbols.
We will now extend Theorem 4.1 by proving that all linear symbols g yield bounded operators T g on H p , for the whole range 0 < p < ∞. We do this by showing that in this special case, the constant C (g , p) in the Carleson measure condition (5.2) may be chosen independently of p.
holds whenever 0 < p < ∞.
It suffices to consider finitely many, say d , variables. The Poisson kernel on the polydisc is then given by
where |z j | < 1 and w = (w j ) is a point on
Then | f | α is separately subharmonic in each variable, which gives us the following.
Lemma 5.6. If f is in H
We estimate the contribution from these two sums separately. First, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have Corollary 6.1. We have the following inclusions,
Proof. The inclusions are all from Theorem 2.3. That the first inclusion is strict follows from Theorem 2.5. The second inclusion was observed to be strict in the remark at the end of Section 3, but it can also be deduced from any example in Section 4. The strictness of the last inclusion follows from Theorem 4.2 and the fact that
when g is an m-homogeneous Dirichlet series, with implied constants depending on m and p.
To verify (6.1), we argue as follows. Let d (n) be the number of divisors of the positive integer n. By the extension of Helson's inequality discussed in [12, Sec. 5] and [35, Thm. 3] , there exist nonnegative number α and β, depending on p, such that
The key point is that if This follows immediately from a result of Marzo and Seip [26] , which states that the Riesz projection P on the polytorus is unbounded from 
from which it is clear, by definition, that H g is bounded if and only if g is in (H 2 ⊙H 2 ) * . Applying the product rule for derivatives, we find that
The "half-Hankel" form
is bounded if and only if g ∈ (∂ −1 (∂H 2 ⊙ H 2 )) * . It is clear from (6. 3) that
Whether the inclusion in (6.5) is strict, is an open problem. It was observed in [13] that it is equivalent to an interesting Schur multiplier problem. Proof. The Littlewood-Paley formula (2.2) may be polarized, to obtain
. Hence, it is clear from Theorem 5.1 that if T g is bounded, then so is the form (6.4). Thus we may complete the proof by using the inclusion (6.5).
On weighted Dirichlet spaces of the disc (including the Hardy space), even in the vectorvalued setting, the boundedness of a half-Hankel form also implies the boundedness of the corresponding T g operator (see [3] ). However, by [13, Lem. 10] , a half-Hankel form on H 2 generated by a symbol g with positive coefficients is bounded if and only if H g is bounded.
Since the symbols of Theorem 3.1 generate bounded Hankel forms for α ≥ 1/2, but not bounded T g operators for α < 1, this shows that the same relationship between the half-Hankel form and T g does not hold in the present context. 
Moreover, for f (s) = n≥1 a n n −s
, we have
The second statement in the theorem yields g (H 1 ) * ≤ 2 g H 2 , by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality applied to 〈 f , g 〉 H 2 . Define the integers n 1 := 2, n 2 := 3 · 5, n 3 := 7 · 11 · 13, and so on. The set N := {n 1 , n 2 , . . . } satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 6.3, but d (n j ) = 2 j , so (6.7) is not always satisfied.
Proof of Theorem 6.3 . For the first statement, we simply observe that n|N n∈N log n ≤ log N , which allows us to follow the proof of Theorem 4.1 to obtain that every Dirichlet series of the form (6.8) satisfies T g = g H 2 .
For the second statement, fix some n = n j , and set d := ω(n), m := Ω(n) and κ := κ(n). By Helson's iterative procedure [23] , it is sufficient to demonstrate that for f in
We begin with Carleman's inequality (see [36] ),
Setting F (w) = k≥0 c k w k , we use F. Wiener's trick (see [11] ) with an mth root of unity, say ϕ, so that
Clearly .
Returning to our function f in H 1 (D d ), we let f k denote the k-homogeneous part of f and decompose f accordingly:
Substituting z j → w z j for 1 ≤ j ≤ d , we find, using Fubini's theorem, (6.10) , and Minkowski's inequality, that
We retain only the two first terms in the sum on the left-hand side. The proof of (6.9) is completed by noting that
, where the latter inequality holds because |κ| = Ω(n) = m.
As for the question of whether X 2 ⊂ (H 1 ) * , our best result is the following corollary of the characterization given in Theorem 5.1. For its interpretation, one should recall that (5.10) implies that X 1 ⊂ X 2 . Hence, the corollary also motivates further interest in the question of whether X 2 = X p for all p, 0 < p < ∞. The statement and proof are written for the Volterra operator defined in terms of radial differentiation (6.12), but the argument works equally well for the half-plane differentiation (6.11). In the following theorem, we use the notation g 1 ⊗ g 2 (z, w) := g 1 (z)g 2 (w). To obtain the desired conclusion from this theorem, namely that T g is not bounded simultaneously with the Hankel operator H g even on the bidisc, it suffices to observe that the symbol
Proof of Theorem 6.6 .
We consider the Volterra operator
where f 1 and f 2 are both in H 2 (D). We compute and find that
. We consider first the second term of (6.13), which we write as h 1 (z)h 2 (w), where
In a similar way, we see that h 2 is the derivative of a function in H 2 (D) because f 2 is in H 2 (D) and g 2 is in BMOA(D) so that the operator T g 2 is bounded on H 2 (D). This means that n≥1 |b n | 2 /n 2 < ∞. We conclude therefore that
Changing our attention to the first term in (6.13), it remains for us to show that we can pick f 1 , f 2 , g 1 , and g 2 satisfying our assumptions, so that the H 2 (D 2 )-norm of The coefficients of h 2 (w) := f 2 (w)g 2 (w) = n≥3 b n w n are given by
Hence we find that
for an appropriate choice of h 1 in z∂H 2 (D). However, by a factorization result of Aleksandrov and Peller [1] , there exist f
Therefore, at least one of the four pairs ( f j 1 , g j 1 ), 1 ≤ j ≤ 4, will do as the choice of ( f 1 , g 1 ).
7. COMPACTNESS OF T g ON H 2 7.1. Basic results. We turn to a brief discussion of compactness of T g . Every polynomial symbol g (s) = n≤N b n n −s defines a compact T g -operator, since in this case T g is the sum of N diagonal operators with entries in c 0 . This means that all bounded operators from Section 4 actually are compact. To see this, let S N denote the partial sum operator, acting on a Dirichlet series f (s) = n≥1 a n n −s by
Suppose now that we have an estimate of the type T g 2 ≤ n≥2 |b n | 2 w(n) for some positive weight function w(n). If the right hand side is finite for some Dirichlet series g , then
demonstrating that T g is compact. In particular, every bounded T g -operator with a linear symbol is compact, since then T g L (H 2 ) = g H 2 , by Theorem 4.1. Let us also mention that the Volterra operator defined by the primitive of the zeta function considered in Theorem 2.5,
is compact by this argument and Theorem 4.3. In the next subsection, we will produce a concrete example of a non-compact operator, by testing the Volterra operator of Theorem 3.3, for λ = 1, against reproducing kernels for suitable subspaces of H 2 . We mention that it is possible to prove versions of Theorems 2.3, 5.1, and 5.3 for compactness, by replacing bounded mean oscillation by vanishing mean oscillation, and embeddings by vanishing embeddings. The details are standard, see for instance [31] for the arguments in a different setting.
We present only two results in this section. The first is that the closure of Dirichlet polynomials in BMOA(C 0 ) is VMOA(C 0 ) ∩ D, as it relies on the translation invariance (i) of Lemma 2.1 enjoyed by Dirichlet series in BMOA(C 0 ). Recall that VMOA(C 0 ) consists of those g ∈ BMOA(C 0 ) such that
We endow the space BMO(C θ ) ∩ D with the norm f BMO(C θ )∩D := | f (+∞)| + f BMO(C θ ) .
Theorem 7.1. Let g be a symbol in VMOA(C 0 ) ∩ D and ε be a positive number. Then there is a Dirichlet polynomial P such that g − P BMO(C θ )∩D < ε.
Proof. Let B δ denote the horizontal shift operator given by B δ g (s) = g (s + δ), and, as above, let S N denote the partial sum operator. We choose P = B δ S N g , for some δ > 0 and N to be specified later. Our second basic result is that T g is never in any Schatten class, unless g is constant. This is in line with [31, Thm. 6 To address this, we consider y-smooth reproducing kernels. Let P + (n) denote the largest prime factor of n. The integer n is called y-smooth if P + (n) ≤ y. The y-smooth reproducing kernels, k Notice that we already used another variant of cut-off kernels in the proof of Theorem 3.3. Following Gál's construction, we tested against a finite-dimensional kernel at σ = 0, cut off to be smooth (in the sense of primes) and retaining only suitable small powers of each prime. Our motivation for turning to the more involved investigation of the reproducing kernels k y w (s) is that they provide slightly better estimates than the rougher argument stemming from Gál's work. More specifically, we will see that the multiplicative symbol g from Theorem 3.3 with λ = 1 provides the only concrete example of a non-compact T g -operator in this paper. As in Section 3, we consider without loss of generality the operator T g instead of T g , the difference between the two being compact.
Suppose that f (s) = n≥1 ϕ(n)n −s , where ϕ is a non-negative completely multiplicative function and that g (s) = n≥1 b n n −s has non-negative coefficients. A computation shows that We will now choose f to be a y-smooth reproducing kernel and estimate the innermost sum. In particular, T g is not compact when λ = 1.
Proof. Let µ(n) denote the Möbius function, the only property of which we need is that µ(n) = 0 unless n is square-free. Restricting the sums in (7.2) to square-free numbers and using that (m, n) 2σ ≥ 1, we find that . Now using that m and n are y-smooth and square-free, so that both logm and log n are bounded by π(y) log y ≤ (1 + o (1))y by the prime number theorem, we obtain from (7.4) that We may now complete the proof of the estimate (7.3) by the following computation:
In the last step, we used Mertens's first theorem, which asserts that p≤y log p p −log y is bounded in absolute value by 2. Now (7.3) follows because y −σ log y = log y + o(1) when y → ∞ by our choice of σ.
Finally, let {σ j } j ≥1 and {y j } j ≥1 be sequences such that σ j → 0 and y j → ∞ as j → ∞. Then for every Dirichlet polynomial P , we have that 〈P, k 
